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Commission: Grad school needs -unity
by Doris Rygalski
Staff Writer:-
Susan Shinn, Cutler Health
Center nurse practitioner for
the women's health clinic,
''resigned on Monday after re-
quests for change were unmet
due to a lack of funds.
"I'se seen a real need for im-
provement in Cutter services,
but people who make (funding)
decisions have been unable to
make commitments (to me) in
a meaningful amount of
time," she said. •
In addition t,o herself, Shinn
says the women's health ,clinic
needs another gynecholog,ical
nurse practitioner to share some
ot the client responsibilities and
a medical assistant sv ho will
-in .deaning examination
rooms between patients.
checking-in clients, restocking
medical supplies, and assisting
with lab work,
Currently, Shinn is solely
responsible for the four-week
aning list of clients and is
sharing a receptionist with the
urgent care department of
Cutler.
Betsy Allin. Cutler's associate
director, said she s ported
Shinn's proposals fo addi-
tional nurse. practiti ner and
-by Dotas Vaiderweide
Staff Writer .
Eduor-'4 Newt- This is the third in a four-part
series about the recently-released presidential
commission reports on graduate and
undergraduate education and the mission of the
Land Grant,Sea Grant university.
Decentralization, diversity, and a lack-of "ex-
plicit benefits to support graduate activities,"
.are just some of the barriers to better graduate
Student education, according to a recently-
-released university report.
The report, written by the members of the
Presidential Commission on Graduate Education
at the University of Maine, states in a letter to
UMaine President Dale Lick that "the Universi-
ty of Maine has made and continues to make
significant contributions to the world through its
graduate education and research efforts."
However, that same letter states that past
successes have come "despite meager direct in-
segment by the university."
Gordon Donaldson, chair of the commission
and associate professor of education, said his
report focuses on the 1986 Visiting Committee
of the University of Maine System's report.
In that report, the committee suggested that
UMamc concentrate on being "a research and
doctoral institution."
"The commission focused most on that, and
began with-a through review...of the conditions
that pertained/ to graduate education," said
Donaldson.
The graduate commission found the five
following problems with graduate education:
I. Graduate education is decentralized and
diverse, and is taught by faculty with primarily
undergraduate responsibilities;
2. The type of student enrolled in graduate
courses is not the same as the type of student
enrolled in undergraduate programs;
3. The University is trying to support too many
different graduate programs;
4. University policies make success at graduate
education difficult;
5. The poorlorgaruzation structure of U Maine%
graduate school makes administration and im-
provement difficult.
The commission, as a result of these findings,
(see REPORT page 10)
medical assistant. but Cutler
lacks the funding.
"We support IShinn's pro- •
posals), - she said. "But the 
---
administration can't guarantee
funding for the positions."
Shinn said she was not wilk_
ing to re-sign her contract if the -
possibility remains that she will
be forced to work under the
conditions of the past school
year.
"I don't want to abandon
(.'utler, but it's been a stressful
year," she said. "UMaine is a
big institution and changes oc-
cur slowly...1'm impatient."
There were no personality
_._.,cotiflicts. however, she said,/
"There has been stress in/the
health center, but I'm not on a
crusade... individuals have been_
1;-e-ty-7 stipportiVi of Mc:" she
said. "It's the system that's not
designed to work." .
• --Allin agreed.
"9* were very hippy with her
work," she said. "She's an ex-
cellent nurse practitioner.. .there
were absolutely no personalits'
differences."
Shinn was hired in Augug of
1988 and said her one-year,
$22,000 contract ends June 10.
However, Shinn said she will
only work through finals week
and one week following.
Fee called
by Lisa Cline
Staff Writer
•
Calling it "absurd and
asinine," about 50 people
voiced their opposition to the
proposed $65 parking fee dur-
ing an open forum Wednesday
afternoon in the Memorial
Union.
University employee Gayle
Surrette, summing up the
'absurd'
.:eneral consensus of thbse in
steep.
attendance, said the recom-
mended increase is just .too
"It really is.ibig thunk or!
money for many of us, —Sur-
mite said.
The $65 fee is one -of seven
recommendations made by the
Ad Hoc Task Force on Parking
to alleviate the parking problem
(see PARK page 3)
Maine's homeless teenagers have troubled pasts
by Christina Koliander
" Staff Writer
Editor's Note: This is part one in a
two-part series about homeless teenagers
in Maine.
Some evenings at dusk, Rick Eddy can
be seen walking through the downtown
streets of Bangor.
Eddy is scouting for teens Who he
believes are homeless.
His quest is called "Streetlight," a
one-person project in which he gathers
information and tries to identify the
homeless teens in the area.
According to, Maine State Police
estimates and probation and parole of-
ficers, there-are roughly 200 homeless
teens in the Bangor area and 1,000
Statewide.
Eddy said most of the teens that he
deals with are the homeless runaways or
"t hrowaways. " He described
throwaways as teens who are at risk of
becoming homeless since ,they are stay-
ing with friends or relatives.
'9
Eddy began working in Bangor last
September with Streetlight and previous-
ly worked at a teen shelter in Buffalo,
N.Y.
The State Department of Mental
Health ani Mental Retardation gave
Streetlight money last summer to put in-
to its budget for this fiscal year.
(see flOMELESS page 3)
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SENIORS!
Before you
get this,
• 
, UtIVLIOSITY OF MAINE
N ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
IMO
•
Hurry to the Crossland
Alumni Center to apply for
your own University of Maine
Alumni credit card.
the added pride and recognition that comes
with being a MAINE aluni-at great savings
also!•A low $10.00 annual fee giveS-Vou a VISA
or MasterCard with a km., Annual Percentage
Rate Of fyst 16.5%, cash advances at over
50.000 ATMs worldwide, trawl insurance and
..discounts.,aRdpucti- more. Plus, part of r air
• annual fee and a win ion of every transaction
goes to benefit the Univet-sity's AlurnaAssoci-1
•ation.:Ripick up yO4rj_application stop-in at '
the Crossland Alumni Center, right across . -
from Alfond Arena, and get one of the.noko
Most important benefits of graduating.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
rziConr
D4BANK
••••••.:
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News Briefs
Biologists set caribou free
M1LLINOCKET, Maine (AP)-
Biologists went into the northern
Maine woods Wednesday to release a
do en caribou to a 2 I 2-year effort
to reintroduce the animal to the state.
only-ro discover that two does had
already Ocaped from their enclosure.
At biologists relhoiediiloset-
the caribou free, the remaining
animals walked from the enclosure,
then ran into the woods.
Biologists said all the caribou ap-
peared to be in good condition, and
that their biggest threats in the Wild
will be parasites, pfedators and
harassments or poaching by humans.
The 12 caribou that were released
were the survivors from a group of 14
that had been trucked from Orono a
month ago. They were kept in an
enclosure-in a remote section of Etas-
ter State Park, where they were wean-
ed from pellets to lichens and other
'
foods that grow in the odds.
- 
The other two caribonilititafter
being tranquilized for tbt .100-mile
.trip.from the university's Ovum Cain
•Pus in early April.
- time animals are prObxted by law
in the 200.000-acre wilderness•park.
Trat earibobtreiwearing collars con-
taining radio' transmitters so the
animals' movements can be
monitored from afar, said. Mark
Mccollough, leader of the privately
funded Maine Cthibou Corp: and a
University of Maine biologist.
The caribou that were released were
born in Maine from a herd that was
captured in' Newfonndland in
December 1986 and trucked 1,200
miles to Maine
Caribou projects officials plan to
release additional animals each of the
next four years.
Bush drops missile negotiations
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Bush ruled out negotiations with the
Soviet Union on shon-ringe. nuclear
missiles Wednesday and the White '
. House portrayed his disagreement'
with West -German chancellor
.Helmut Kohl as g- sign of NATO's
,
With Bush's summit meeting with
IS allied leaders looming at month's
end, efforts by Norway and Canada
to broker a compromise with-Kohl did
not meet with •irrunediate success.
Through his spokesman. Marlin Fitz-
water, the president,. insisted lance
missiles in West Germany must be
upgraded to deter Soviet attack.
Kohl. with support from several
NAM countries, is resisting a plan to
more than triple the range of the
nuclear -missiles. He also wants the
United Stalest° negotiate a reduction
in NATO and Warsaw pact- arsenals,.
wfttrthe SOVief ti-Mort.
Committee questions well venture
WASHINGTON (AP) — The-
House ethics committeeAVednesdaY
bean interviewing a group of To.Lans
involved 
far 
apgrodis-duced littk nrillingve tguasre. that
\bit:ye spent kat. years preparing for the 
b
renitted in large profits to House
real world, and lit..re's the final piece. Before . Speaker Jim Wright.
you graduate. apply for a Special Edition _panel began two days of
or MasterCard. for credit convenience plus - .... ' scheduled interviews by going behind
' 4serloort-to question San Antonio -
'.4 0.1ber FO•c
businessman Morris JaffeJaffe and
his son, Doug, who are friends of
-Wright, allowed the speaker and his
business partner George Mallick to
buy- into the well xenture last year. •
At the same time, a-special Howe
ethics task force created this year to
examine House rules • and ethlcsib
guidelines opened public hearings on
such areas as financial disclosure, out-
side income, receipt Of gifts and use
'of official resources.
. _
. Task force chairman Vic Fazio, 13-
Calif., also a member of the ethics •
committee, said the riartel hoped to
learn from lawmakers' ethics pro- .
blems to draft clarifications in the
rules and achieve better education of
House members and staff.
Crash investigation continues
• AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) N pilot
who was, killedinti plane crash at the
Augusta airport last month was under
investigation by the FBI in.'onnection
.-
wan the alleged embezzlement of
more than SI00,000 from his
employer, an FBI spokesman ,:on -
firmed Wednesday.
James Galarneau took his fatal
• flight  shortly after he had been
• suspOded from his position with the
Maine Municipal Association, a trade
group representing city and town of-
ficials around the state, said PA-ul F.
Cavanagh, a special agent at the FBI
office in Boston.
"It's a suspicion that he may have
taken his Own life," Cavanagh said
in a telephone interview, although he
added that investigators have not
-
-turned- upl-atay rifidence that the
ryearold Galarneau had commit-
ted suicide. -To date, we have not
found any notes. "
Federal safety investigators probing
the April 19 crash.satiFt hey had not
uncovered any mechanical problems
with the single-engine plane, which.
crashed nose-first into an embank. _—
men! while
-making an apparent Ian'-------
ding approach,
continuing into 
said
an 
chargesinvestigationhat ist.
Galarneau, who worked in the aC-
counting Office at the . Maine
Municipal Association headquarters
in Augusta, had taken "just over"
SI00,000 from the organization.
•
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*Homeless
-hienfying, assessing and representing
the area\homeless teens is what makes
,. up Eddy's job. He is also at times a
counselor for Alt referral.
More than 30 percent of the teens who
-are referred to Eildy are age 17 and under
and have stayed at the adult shelter in
the area.
Eddy' defined a homeless teen as
"anybody age 12 to 17 who, for whatever
reason, does not have' ii-safe 'home en-
vironment in which to live.
A typical homeless teen.—Eddy -ex-
plained, is a child between the  ape&
T6-tcii7' wholisiTseen in and out of
foster homes for the past several years.
He said some of the teens have or had
an active alcohol and drug abuse pro-
blem and more often than not, have been
physically or sexually abused -
Sexual activity is something that a lot
of teens are involved in, Eddy said.
Sometimes sex is exchanged for a warm
*Park
" r • ,
place to stay for the night.
"They're not attractive kids and,-
they're-difficult-to be with." he said.
"Probably better than. 50, pecent is
predictable behaviotthatithey Carly on
into their adult life, unleitt a strong .
tervention takes . place," he said.
"These kids are real survivors," he
said. --
The solution.to these problems is what
- Eddy,tries teurovkle.
The first step Eddy performs isio
—identify if a child is homeless. -
On occasion, teens are refaireWth
dy from the the Bangor Homeless
Shelter. Though the shelter  is for adults
over the age of 18, sometimes teens end
up there because they have no other
place to go.
— Eddy said as soon as a teen is refer-
red to him, he starts working with that
person. No referrals come from the
Bangor police.
"The police know I'm here and what
I'm trying to do., but no referrals come
to me from Bangor (police)." he said.
In assessing a homeless teen, Eddy sits
down with the teen and, if possible, the
family and tries to come to the root of
the problem. He said he sometimes meet
these people at the Dunkin Donuts in
Bangor.
l-a_u-Esig1h-jded°1;_sisLret:Is fing!lewndtirthese-theottrhi :oonkice  Edd----h---e--Y --
tries to detennine- -why,' 11W:teen:if'
He said if the teen is on probation, he
tries to see why that person isn't off it
yet--
The representing role of Eddy's job
lies with the Depaistnent of Human Ser-.
vices. A series of' ITOns will -be ask-
ed which revo around the child at
home, to seif they are abused.
If a hoineleis teen is identified as a
-lcontinued from page one)
runaway, Eddy said he can't do anything.
The child usually goes back to the adult
shelter.
"This is the most frustrating and dif-
'ficult part of the job," Eddy said. '
"—There is a possibility th t the child
could be offered a group hone or foster
home placement. Most parèts are-hap-
-py that the child is out of the house. He
said foster care is sometimes suggested,
but is becoming more of a dinosaur.
• "The system is set up so that the judge
itatisferscustody, " he said.
-Eddy said with, homeless teens sonic
solutions tan be made, "but rarely are
they longaerm. "
They usually_ end up breaking the law
and ietting caught, he said.
He said no one will control thc teen,
unless that person is caught doing
something illegal or -"becomes
psychotic."
on campus.
Student Seliattor ('had Crabtree, call-
ing the increase "unreasonable: submit-
ted a petition from the General, Student
Senate, recommending that the fee not
exceed $20.
In accepting the senate's proposal
Thomas Aceto, vice president for, Ad-
ministration, said he was pleased with
the GSS's interest in resolsing the park-
ing problem.
"(The. proposal) shows that they are
concerned about the problem and want
to be pan of the solution," he said.
The task. force was formed by Aceto
to examine how-the university can ex-
pand parking capacity without sacrific-
ing its commitment to safety and poten-
tial for facility growth. - ---
i• the ecommendations of the talk
force ill be reviewed and revised -by
Aceto 'fore they are wet to President
Lick for approval.
'According to the Cask force. $27 from
the $65 fee would be put toward more
enforcement Of parking rules, while $32
would be put toward the construction of
new parking lots.
Allocating fundajô create new lots is
unnecessary, Crabtree said, because
enough lots already exist. -
He said that according to the 54page
task force report on parking, the real
_
problem is finding parking spaces in
convenient locations.
According-to-the report, there is a 9
"HOT AND INTOXICATING
SEXY SIZZLER
with three of the most exciting performers
.A 
on screen at ans one time Gibson. Russell
arallifitiffer are terrific"
P.
"SENSLAI. A.ND SUSPENSEFl: . THRILLER."
OF Till: YEAR'N 1-IM-Si 1-1I.SIS "
I I I.IRst ‘11(1ll.1.1.1 1111111R AI RI RI sst I I
dangerous nrrt
.
percent vacancy rate of parking spaces
on campus, usually in the Alfond and
Steam Plant lots.
A faculty member suggested in-
stituting a fee rate structure in which
people would be charged more to park
in the interior lots and less to park in the
outer lots.
But commuter student Rebecca Shcr-
bak said a pay structure would increase
the need for more enforcement.
"Haw do you prevent those people
who purchased the cheaper decals from
parking in the more expensive lots?" she
asked.
Another recommendation of the task
force that drew much criticism was the
proposal to introduce a graduated decal
continued from page onei
fee system to discourage people from
registering more than one vehicle.
The proposal calls for the initial $65
decal fee to increase by 100 percent for
each subsequent decal
To alleviate the financial-Witten on
those people who must register more
than one car, Aceto suggested the im-
plementation ,of a transferable decal.
Jeanne Ma, director of Facilities Plan-
ning and chair of the task force, said the
transferable decal was an option con-
sidered by the task force because of the
possible problems of theft, loss or peo-
ple forgetting to attach decals to their
vehicles.
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Cavazos: American education is stagnating
WASHIN(.1 TON (AP) - American
education is stagnating by almost all
measures in a new analysis of nationwide
school performance. Education
Secretary Lauro Cavazos said. as he
issued the unfavorable report card for
-- -US. schools.'
The sixth annual State Education Per-
formance Chart, released .Wednesday.
shows- a' decline in the national high
school graduation rate and falling scores
on college entnmer exams in half the
caused .the drop in the state's, score.
"Lea ...year we had a 9.3 percent-in.
.
crease- the number of kids taking the
test. Sixty-eight *cent' 0 -Abe high :
school seniors - took -the SAT. Mac-
Donald said Wednesday.
"The larger the polsk or the more kids
taking the test, the greater the tendency
to head toward the Statistical mean,"
"We have not made-any progress. in the he said. "The ;scores will be ,loWer-not-
' last three years, Cavazos said significantly lower,- but they will be
Wednesday. "It's hard to say why. I still tower.
states. - , .helieYe that we, have not 'Veined On the National scores on the SAT fell from
_ _Ratings of Scholastic Aptitude. ICU fundamental : 
- get 90640 -904400ra watt of 40040 1.600)
scores of high school pupils showed New every-hcalr-cm-VOIvect in th-e-Wica—IW-01--.---fronr-087-to-4988. Fourteen of -ther,22
__...11ampshire at No. 1, Veimont No. 3, and children. It's not a, malter of -dollars." states in which teh SAT is dominant col- -
Maine No. II. tut the, 1988 average New Hampshire Education Commis-
scores on the college entrance exam were. .sioner John MacDonald said more New
lower than the 1987 Scores, with New Hampshire students taking the -.SAT
Hampshire down ftom 938 to 931. "Ver-.
mow from 914 to 909; and Maine trom
899 40496.
The performance chart.tnown as the
"wall chart;" shows- a general lack of
progress'clespite reform efforts and ris-
ing education spending up to S3,977 per
student on this year's chart compared to
S3,156 last  
lege entrance exam registered declines. 
Scoreson the American College
Testing Program (ACT), on a scale Of !
the 28 ACT-using states had decreased
. One bright note among trends track-
ed since the first Wallchart in 1982 was
C011aillt rise in the number of students
taking.- the Advanced Placement test
qualifyingthem for college credit, from
5 to II percint.
TheincreaSe was attributed chiefly to
doubled Hispanic involvement and an 83
Percent:- increase in participation by
blacks.-
'bracts for impnweme I. Meta
boost' .ngliational high school gradua-
tion rates to 90 percent and halving the
number of children. who fail a grade.
• "Tbday about 3.600 students will drop
out of school...1 WU itl-adisaster_that
we must turn around." Cavazos iaid
in a statement with the report.
The
13 newborn die in hospital infested with roaches  
MOSCOW (AP) -- Thirteen infants
died in a two-week period iti an' Arrne-.
nian hospital where cockroaches scuttl-
ed around the cabinets and-doctors set
mousetraps under the operating table, a
newspaper resealed.
In a blistering attack thatacused of-
ficials of indifference, incoMpetence and
coverup, the Armenian newspaper
kommunisi said23 children born at-the
Krupskaya Scientific-Research Instil-lite
in the capital of Yerevan had died this
year, including 13 alone in the first two
weeks ofMarch.
In another Yerevan maternity hospital,
three children died because they were
gisen overdoses of medicine, according
to the April 29 edition Of the newspaper
that reached Moscow on Wednesday
A government commission establith-l-
ed that Many of the infants died of in-
fections causedby_unsanitary-conditions
"on the operating table, in the birth area,
. in areas for premature babies, ori nip-
ples. oxygen masks, breathing tubes, and
even on medical lamps.' -
**Mothers say: cockroaches scuttle
around the cabinets and under-:-the-'-
operating table the* -"is a mousetriP, ,
Kommumst reported.
The commission determined that--
about' half of the 13 children who died
in March sese-alnong the highest-risk
• group of newborns, but that "at least
five or six of these children did not have
to die, " the newspaper said.
'It said nothing about the 12 other
children born at the titstitute who have
.144e.ao"ewea4seuse--....4comasieu.0)/toc-s#06- --.4
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died this year. 
.
The paper said the inititute was clos-
ed, its director, GG. Okoev.' was fired,
end other senior personnel were
demoted.
In an earlier interview, the paper said
Okoev had Olamed the high death rate
on the high-risk nature of its patients
-Inds flu epidemic among the mothers_
" Citing the 'case of die three other
children who were given overdoses of
medicine the newspaper demanded: "Is
this cOincidence, or it is. the system? A
deeper an& More serious discussion is
needed hire"
After many years of not publishing
such statistics, the official press said a
year ago that infant mortality rate was
about 25 per 1,000 live births. In some
areaSof Central Asia, it is as high as 70
per 1,000. The infant mortality flue in
the United States* in MI6 was 10.3 pet
1.000. _ • •
The rePOrt, QUM aftr OffiCt reports of
abuse and neglect in recent months at
maternity hospitals that shocked Sosiets.
Officials said in March that 49
inkluseis_ancLbabies. had been. Infected
with-fht-VD3-44 anis_ in ,
Ehsta by nurses who used. unstefirc'
svrin.zes. -
Sos 'et officials acknowledged the tree
-system of healthcare often is poor, and
they are putting more moneyaside to im-
pros e it. The This news agCns.-y Wednes-
dp quoted Health Minister levgens
Chazos as saying that much of that
money would be targeted at care for
mothers and childrerk 
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7 Seniors, •tx
• What can you get at, UMaine that
ét OUt-ofschool?
- -
Well, besides snow in AO: .
and one of the best hockey
teams, you can get major
discounts on the p ular
Macintosh line of po puters.
Through educatiOna
discounts, Uklaine can sell
-the Macintati at pric s
unheard of i0 the tea or
The Macintosh SE/30
• ,,As part of a senior promotion, Apple is dropping the prices on two of its most
_szompiiters. Each-unit comes with  the_lmagOiriter 11 printer. This is a 9 pio_dot-matrix
can Support color printing. First, thitSE - 20HD. This is one of the entry-level computers in
product line. This rnacii-ie is itr-qthp-Pe`vitt-h an inteinal hard disk for oonVenient Mass stor In-
side is a NuBus slot for your future expanding need. This slot has -many cards available. inciading.
color, DOS support, large screen monitors, and .accelerators. Apple has provided several external
expansion ports including modems, second disk drives, and up to seven SCSI devices. This-in-
cludes hardware like scanners, hard drives, CD-ROM, and certain laser printers. Apple has also
made-ihe provisiorvior.a very easy upgrade to the SE/30. .
The SE/30 -‘40HD is Apple's low cost, high-powered workstation. It is equipped with
Motorola's newest processor,. the 68030. It comes with a built in math co-processor to speed up
intensive caleulations. The_SE3alunes_witt4itinternaLglinegabyte hard drive for _a convenient.
mass storage and all the exrta ports described 'above. Also inside is Apple's new 96 pin expansion
,port. This port allows for-expansion into whole new computing realms with cards such as digital
• sound processing and 24 bit color. Lastly, the unit is equipped with what Apple calls the SuperDrive.
This disk drive can read many formats of data. So it is equally comfortable in a Macintosh, MS-
DOS, -Pro-DOS,' or the PS/2 environments,
, Retail Price
.
- Our Price
1 .
Savings _
:_............_.
,
SE - 20HD 1 $4800:00 $2500.00 $2100.00
SE 30 - 40HD
,
$5670.00 $3680.00 $1990.00
. -
For further information on these two workstations, c6ntact Jay Henderson or David Sliwinski at the
_Microcomputer Resource_Center1641-$hibles Hall. open Monday,-Wednesday, and- Friday irem-r-r
• 11 and 2-4 or by appointment by calling 581-2519.
Macintosh
The power to be your best.
•
The Instructional
System Center- -
Microcomputer Resource Center
11 Shibles Hall University of Maine
• "re,,,
1.
_ • '
-
' 
• i 4
L.L.21:
_
••••
-
•
• - •
'
'•
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Student-run textbook buyback to start next fall
by Jonathan Bach.
Staff Writer "
•_
The---grilmodStil; laid Tuesday
night r
 thitieneral Student Senate for
an alternative to selling and buying tex-
tbooks at the University of. Maine d.
bookstore. Alpha Phi Omega will volunteer man-
The Book Buyback Committee of the power to run the buyback in one of the
GSS has received S5,800 to invirment1Qualtes_in-lhe-
a system beginning next fall where _ drOs hopes so-start the p gram durting
the first two weeks .of n t semester.
"It'll fort* the bookst toei•alume
the-way they're ripping o students,"
"
Jam Gallant. student Aovernment
president-. -said the MyCflUC\ from the,
students can sell and buy their Woks to'
and from other students. ;-,•
StavroS Mendros, an off-campus
seitaor andaturman of t& committee,
said books will be bought at 50 percent
of what the students-paid for them.
.. .1
Books will then te sold at 60 percent of
what . they paid to cover operating
expenses.
"It'll save stude ts' money and will
show the bookstore that students have
made their statemen s (about high tex:
tbook prices)," he- s
Dr. Records Needs Help!
.If you're looking. for part-time work
next semester, come 5e Dr.-Records.
• He needs someone to work about 30
--hOurs starting in, late August.
Have a great summer!
Dr Reconis - 20 Main St.
0667806-7874
ar 
student-run buyback Will be re-allocalea
to student government programs and _
activities.
"I'm being realistic, about (the
buyback)," he said:, "We have to
create an insentory, publicize, and have
a chance to group ourselves." GSS •
Testbook Bilyback alternative to' be
implemented
GSS newsletter to reach
students next semester
by .„Ionithan Bach
Staff *titer 00
I f yOu've, ever wondered what stu-
dent ;- government doe*, Yoou Won't have
AO go far to find out next semester.
Starting- in. -September, • student
government will be distributing a
weekly bulletin of its actions to
University of Maine students; .
The idea was originated by Tom
'Magadieu, a Cumberland Hall
senator and chairman of the Public
ReIations Committee, who saw a need
for communication between students
and their government.
"Students need more contact with
student government," he said.
"They need tp be. aware of things like
what . e're voting on and who their
senators are." 
00
The two-page bulletin will be
distributed esery_Friday to every stu-
• dent 's s:abbot ilia will -Contain in rot.;
Marion on isstiet senators -are voting
on, board and dub reports, and opi-
nions from senators.
•0 There will be a section called On
the Voting which will tell
students what resolutions will be
coming up for a vote, Magadieu said.
Magadieu also hopes to bring
General Student Senate meetings to
dining commons aroung campus.
—This will hopefully make us more
accessible to students," he said.
"it'd be good especially if they were
curious to see what student govern-
ment does. Hopefully, we'd get input
• and support from—them. "
The Public 'Relations Committee
will also. be publishing a pamphlet
about student government which will
distributed to freshmen next serneqcr
Read The Daily Maine Campus
every day for all sports, local, state,
and national news.
PLEASE ATTEND - PLEASE ATTEND - PLEASE ATTEND
.1 .1J111,14 ilLAN\JIL
Commissions Forums:
Land-Grantea
Graduate
Undergraduate
1•111,011 Monday, May 8,4o:Prn.
.L.
Wednesday. May 10, 4:00 p.m.
Thursday. May, 11, 4:00 p.m.
Lown Rooms
Memorial Union
Lown Rooms
Memorial Union
Bodwell Lounge,
Maine Center for
the Arts
* cdpies tite 3 reports and the executive summaries have been distributed on
cartrs.
Extra copies of executive summaries have been sent to dorm RDs, departiAnt offices.the Memorial Union (lobby and Commuter Services Office), and the library.'
*Several copies of the full reports are available at the Library Information Desk.
*Extra copies of all the reports as well as of the executive summaries are availablefrom Public Affairs (581-3743).
A*Additional forums will be held in September.
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UMaine seeking to expand exchange program
Direct satellite communication, faculty exchanges, and continuation of' program to be among changes
by a!indif Bean -
Staff Writer
_ The University of Maine is trying to
expand its exchange program with the.
Soviet Union.
For the second year. a delegation of
students, faculty, and administrators .
from UMaine and Kharkov University in:
the Ukraine participated in the US—
USSR Univer5ity Pairing Program coor-
*lista:Hot year-by-thecitizen ng -
--Council.
- The Soviet delegation visited UMaine
the second week in April and the --
UMaine delegation will go to Kharkov
May- 13. ;
_Virginia .11allace-Whitaker, U Maine
assistant pnileiraor of journalism and
broadcasting and campus coordinator
tor the exchange, said the university
wants to expiu4dalre program in three
ass. •
Whitaker said the to universities are
Heaves
creating
problems
by Debbie Dutton
Staff Writer
The new bookstore .addition at the
University-of' Maine is not sinking, but
the patio surrOunding the addition is ris-
ing. according to Toth Cole.. director of
facilities management 
- .
---Cole-said-tbe-patio decking risen as
much ,as 4 inthei due to an apparent
frosi heave. The problem has also oc-
cured at the new Sawyer building, he
said.
The resulting rise in, the pas ement is
causing handicapped accessibility No-
blems, along with posing a pedestrian
"tripping harard.1". Cole said.
A-base was built under the patio to trs
to counteract such a problem.. but as
Cole said, "They thought it would be
sufficient, but obviously it wasn't. "
Joseph ',Morrissey, a junior from
uut.catet) - J53.. said he thiuks the'
problem should be corrected as soon as
possible.
"I trip over that thing almost every
time I walk that way," he said.
13owneast As'--'es, the construk:-
-non company tharbuilt the addition,.
hasn't been notified by the university
that there is a problem. _
"I haven't heard a thing." said Jeff
Poizy, president. •• of Growneast
Associatesr 
- • ,
The university hasn't Contacted the
company because they. have been waiting
to see if the pavement would drop, Cole
said. It has dropped slightly from a high
point of 4 inches. . • ' •
-Irmay.be necessaryto rebuildlqc en-
- fire patio to get rid oftlit rise which will
be quite expensive, Cole said. • • .
• He said he wasn't sure what action the
university Would take in regards ip get-
tingthe-constrattion companyto ciprrect
the situation, but said he hoped it
wouldn't come tolegal action.
Although the president f Downcast
Associates said he didn't know' what was
causing the rise, he said, "If it is not •
something beyond anyone's control, we'll
have to go up there and fix it" ,
, - • ,
trying to coordinate semester or year ea-.
changes with faculty, graduate students
and undergraduate students.
Visiting professors would teach classell-
• or work on research while students tak-'
ing part in the exchange would receive
academic credit..
UMaine will -be among the first
'.untversities to have an exchange program
. of this scope._
"This.putaUMaine in the leadership
/vie nationally,". Whitaker said-
"The prograili has come a long way
in two years and it's going to go fur-
-0er, " Whitaker said.
In January, 9ihit4ker went to Moscow
with a delegation led by the CEC to
work out details for the approval of
long-term exchanges. "There had been
no official government approval before.
This makes it possible for the colleges.
tinsolsed in the Soviet Pairing Program)
to have this kind of exchange,"
hitakeratikL
"The only blocking forces I see (in ap-
prosing the expansion) will be the
'availability of funds on our part and the
continuation of Ilasnost on their
• part, " Whitaker said, "There certainly
is no lack of interest, motiViation or
eagerness on either fide"
Faculty and departments +aye
responded positively to the project.
Departments, organizations and research
groups at UMaine have submitted 18
specific proposals for exchanges of
iYlolar and research wish Kharkov, ac-
--.--cordingijo Whitaker. ,
The proposals came from a variety of
groups. The physics department. the
Peace Studies
and physical education department are
t ti rPleo_ vograumpsanind he healthietrested.
 
will be the last year of
ge between Kharkov.
ne System. the
just a
Since
the agreed etc
and the University
continuation of the delegation exchange
it another expansion .propossd.
In April, Kharkov State University
was invited to continue the exchange
with UMaine in September of I990. I
- The Kharkov delegation will spend the
majority of its time at the University of
Southern -Maine next year, but it will
visit UMaine for two days in September.
USM will not be part of the 1990
exchange.
Th'i time -ff-the exchanae was chang-
ed because orthe weather. "iliVe think the
weat her. wilibe-mOre conducive to do-
ing things in Septelithet.:: 
-said.
The other proposal is to set up direct
communication with Kharkov by elec-
tronic satellite Whitaker saidit could be
used to exchange information on
research projects and to maintain day-
to-day contact.
."We see communication as part, of
cooperation-so the (electronic satellite)
pins an intensified effort on our part to
learn the Russian language are key
isslies, " Whitaker -said.
.....A.normal size letter takes two weeks
to reach the Soviet Union and a large let-
ter could take three months, according
to Whitaker.
Make Money
Over Fist
a_ orAsailitS Irirp
,40,-44Liffirsti
 
yop-need. 
And if you're not a keyboard wizard, there's still-plenty of work to go around.
Receptionist. File Clerk.•AdantingClerk Pii5duct Demonstrator. Stock,Handier
— Check the white pages for your nearest Kay office. it doesn't toit you a
thing to register. And chances are we can
help you make the coming summer I Temporary
months' everything you want them to be. KELLIIServices
Richly rewarding:ii, _ The Kelly Girt Peopee-The First And The Best
, •
If you know your way arounci-a-keyboard- 'ter, worq_processor or computer-
we_know a way to make yourknowlee yoff this summer.
Just register with us at Kelly Temporary Services.
• We've got the kind of summer iobs you'll love to get your hands on.
Chobseyokir own assignments. Work as 0 as you want. Or aOialc_as._
s -
• IWO, Sett. "
-
gir
t.
4.
4.
A
•
4
_
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Editorial
Police harsh
at -Bumstock
Every year; the Off-eampus Board has aproduction called-RifinstoCk. Hummock' isalt all-day concert, filled witha variety of bands and
---SHIgerk-flinissteieli7ia-put:ort-tirthe-DeR-foristu_dents,
but_it is an event that is. often attended by:Aka-is and
visitors of students as well '•• --‘.___—/
_
.Earlier this year, the town of Orono decided that.
Bumstock would be a danger to the Community because
of the traffic and Pedestrian congestion it s would cause.
..Resideni of Orono ,who live -near the Cabins' Field
were worrie about the litter, the rowdiness, and the van-
dalism that ft,mstock may bring to their -communits. ---....._
People co4lained and the students fought back. .
More coniplai mg. More fighting baek...
. After an A iI 12 meeti of residents, town and
-UrilVersity of , ne Officials, and sfudent represen-
tatives, a list of rornmendations• were drawn up for
Bumstock. This Wa a strategy to insure --a successful
. and safe concert for IV" --' --,
The university and the(Xli agreed to construct a .
fence around the concert area and along Park street to
hclp:pedestrian congestion and also agreed to make
signs to facilitate parking in the area. 
.. .
•
•.-.1
mman 411d MU 11 monitors •
.--had to be on duty to control the. litter problem.
- Everyone agreed to these terms. The fences wert—put
.up. The-porta-teiletkvvere installed. Students monitors
were appointed. The students were going to. have .
Bumstock:
But when Bumstock arrived, police officers_ were
waiting.to.greet everyone at the entrance ,of the concert
. and on the-streets. The police were parked every which.
way.
Some police officers were overly stringent and paid
more_attention to_the law during Bumstock than they "
normally do.
, Everyone that would be affected by the day's events
agiced oil ptuTsiuns to-mails-The-ay Safe-iind-tOTerible
for everyone. Based on this, the police acteclintolerably,
in some cases, making the day uncomfortable for: the .
students who were supposed to. be relaxing.
Agreements are acts of trust between adults. Was this
one?
-
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Finally, a kind word...
"You appreciate things more
as you get older.," Your
parents always told you that,
Look at my column photo
and you'll see one of my
favorite case studies in this
phenomena: Thidwick the Big-
Hsarted . Moose. Dr..:•Seuss.
dood stuff -you can never
outgrow.--
But what if the gooddoctor
were here at liMaine? What
Would he say?' Would he want
a dorne? Would he walk to
awed the 'parking problem?
WoUld he have gotten a degree
before I did? Answers:• A big fat
`oyes" on the last one, "I don't
knows" on the others.
I _like this place. Let's get that
.out. in the. open... .Though I've
spent the past eight months try-
ihg10 write.columns .about the_
silly; stupid or somewhat funny
things I've seen, it's time to take
a step away from and
maybe to prove that I'm really
not a/ways such a cynical pain
in the ,ass.
John Holyoke
With a quick word , you
should tell. hir1 she's number
. one. -
--Ian McCaw. is a Sports Tn--
fo Man
With eight phones, four
faxes, and six pairs of hands,.
Talking and planning to Make
spOrts stuff run smooth
There are tots of good people Sports writers owe careers to
onthi camptg. PeOple who this -map on th o move.
make things better, through a 
-rAt the Uniou,newsstand are
smile, a kind word, or their tz-tkise.and Jean.
Mere exsistence. Dr. Seuss would Lord only knows What thesedon better, but this is for them.- women have seen-
--At the lunch line in Wells is. From their long-nine perch at
a lady named Faye, tht top of the stairs Smiling andWho takes tickets and pun- laughing as they hawk the
ches them day after day., stand's, wares.
Sit, punch, tall( and smile --; sports ticket guyi-you -- friends, and for that I thank
_st.K lkno%s C.r.1)3211e._ . • k-now that guy Sterk-7
,
„
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The first time I met him I
thought him a jerk
M s rts a
I couldn't get in --
But no one stays mad at the
guy with the grin.
--A "social" dancer named
Kim has got to come next
'Cause her words at a parts
left me somewhat perplexed.
.1 had written that her kind
made. me madder than hell
,When she said it was funns
I damn nearly fell.
--On that same party night I
saw a girl that I know
Whose roommate, a reader,
had laughed; and So...
1 .said. "Your roommate?
Jen? No, not her!
I'd had a faraway crush for
two years, or,a third.
:7-The last ones mention
are my parents and sis
 Who is younger but degree-
bound -- her I will miss .
Though we don't. see. each
other too much nowadays;
write while she studies. but
cfoIè We will stay.
John Holyoke isn't much
for sentimentality most of the
time,..hut will r-nake an egcep- -
lion. Mike (The Shiel).' Mike
(Boo, Cynthia (Big Dog),.-
Doug (Special 10.• You guys
'made ii-,teorthwhik you made'
it workyou made a difference.
Most of all vou've-heert my
d.
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Resionse
Ban future Bumstocks
to the editor
on Grove Street. very
'near the site of Bumstock.
Shertlyafter the scheduledend
of BUITIAOCk-ckftguidity-deli,
someone maliciously damaged
my car •while it was parked in'
my driveway.-
Thus after haVing my ears
assaulted for 10 'hours with
loud, tediOus, repetitious music
on what might otherwise have
been a_ pleasant day at home I
am further penalized by baying
-to is,Asleaeveral hours arranging
for repairs and to spend
$200-3300 to have those
repairs made.
Because this-incident occur-
red at night. I cannot be ab-
volutely sure that it was done by
persons attracted by Bumstock.
Given- the 'time' however, and
the number of people walking
through the area at the time,, it
seems highly. likely. Now I am
sure that the great majority of
those who attended did not
damage or litter any private
._property, and that Am would ,•
condemn this kind of juvenile
vandalism.. ikrittiget, it seems
that the atmosphere of this type'
of event always fosters a certain
amount of drunkcnne:ss and
destructive and antisocial
behavior, despite the best el-
'forts of the organizers to con-
trol it. • •
If you- 'lived in my
neighborhood and this happen-'-
-ed to-.-you. would you have
;feelings toward
Bunittcrck? I doubt it. I sincere-
ly hope the university will pay
more attention nett year tti the
concerns of Orono residents,
and not allow another.
Bumstock to be held in this
area.
Sam Garwood
Proposed $65 parking fee won't solve the problem
To the editor:
Seeing how it's 1235 AM and
I should be sleeping or studying' -
instead of writing this. YOu must
think I'm either quite angry or
nuts. Right. I'm. both.
you vce, 4 think I've about-
had it with feet. I just got home
from the library, made a PB &
J. and read the "background in-
•
fo" on the proposed new park-
ing fee. Now just a minute.. $65
to get a decal to park my car?
That's right. Sixty-five bucks.
Seems to be the way to solve all
, of _ our . problems these
days...One-of our VP's appoints
a committee; -1*---.Comm-itt-te --
-creates a new fund, the students
cough up the shfiH the
fund, and bingo-the problem is
solved. Yeah, that's it. •
Tell me... What does $27 a
year per student for 365 day, 24
your parking violation enforce-
ment have to do with solving
the parking problem at UM?
—Why IS It the student .who has
paY? What- did kick do With
the state tax surplus last year?
Why should -students pay
almost half their tuition cost on
fees to support projects that
should be budgeted for? My
biggest quest
Is there really a parking pro.
Hem at UM?
Sure you can't get a spot thir-
ty feet from you classroom, but
- I commute and I've never seen
the Steam Plant lot full yet. I
guess people just don't like to
walk. They'd rather complain
• about THE PARKING PRO-
BLEM, Obey an 'do that -sit
ting down).
. Well, it looks like I'll get plen-
ty of chance to walk next year...
I list two miles from school, but
'  you think. i'm_going to pay
US to park on campus then
you' -crazier than I Am. .
Ross Perry
Stillwater, ME
aper knew-statements were false
Prior to—the trial-f Howard
Sthonberger vs. Bangor ng corn'
puny, I avoided making any ctmments
IQ the Bangor Daily News in behalf of
my client, Howard Schonberger.
However. I must respond to the com-
ments df BDN's attorney, Bernard
, Kutvett; who was quoted in the March
18 edition saying,- "I recognize that...a
news-paper in a one-newspaper _town is
not the most popular citizen in
.town...With this kind of target defen-
. dant, the jur)• has a lot of power. "
I-would not ascribe the BDN's loss to
Mr. Kubetz, who was pie. in the position
- Of having totlefentitheindefeitsjlakatUF
-vicioiis• acts Of the Bangor Daily News.
. However: to suggest the jury was
motivated by bias and failed to do a con-
scientious job in carrying-out its sworn
duties is a disservice to these fine citizens
who listened carefully through five days
of trial and spoke unanimously and
forcefully in condemnation -of the MN.
The BangorPady News did not report
that the thtek alternate jurors. 'ho
 had
-heard the claire proceedings, waited
through the jury deliberations and then
tbid Mr. Schonberger that they wciuld
have voted in the same way:Sortie of the
jliro.rs, following the verdict, embraced
Mr, Schonberger, affirming wirtrtrattir
arrts what they had already said so
verdict _anti the.
Guest Column by
George C. Schelling
•
$550,000 damages awarded against the
BDN. - •
Nor is it fair or accurate to suggest the
public has a general bias against
newspapers. As a-former reporter and
editor for several publications, I have
found eitizens'M have positive attitudes
and open minds toward the press.
- -
The reports of ihe 'trial were biased,
omitting facts which showed - how
malicious the Bangor Daily News was
toward . Mr. Schonberger. While that_ 
Conies as rro Surprise to ft)t, it is a•disser-
!Vice to' the BDN's readers.
For 'example, the BDN failed to in-
form its readers of evidence
'-the BDN 'pri-nted an edit 's note
estentially reaffirming the defamatory
9stitements, yet Conducted no inquiry to
find whether they Were true; - -
-even thptigh the alleged author of the
defamato0, itatements'had informed the
BDN that the statements were false and
that,he never made them; even though
..Sabittdraer.- the NeheWjty
were false; even thougliabout 25. ktter
writers informed the BDN. the
statements were false; evett-thovigh no
writers. or anyone else said ther were
true; and even though the BDN had no
pre-publication knowledge as ''to the,
truth or falsity of the statements,
nonetheless, some of the statements were
reprinted in a John Day column with no
mention of these repudiations no in-
vestigation into the accuracy of the
statements. When asked how the I3DN
could reprint these statements from, a,
thoroughly. discredited article: the
editorial page editor essentially said he
believed the article because he read it in
the paper.
-the managing editor refused
to print a correction Submitted, by bay
himself;
-the BDN's managing edit.r testified
through deposition that he drew no
distinction between any groups on the
left of the political spectrum, that in
essence Communists and. liberal
Dernociati- wers=a04 same to.,h0ti;
• -,
-Schonberger's position on funding
.The Control, although in accord with
most Americans, was opposed by. the
RON and its managing editor, who was
very critical of the prominence given to
Schonberger's opinions in an earlier
news article, and that the managing
editor Wanted to dwarf expose', of Marx-
ists he alleged were at the University of
Maine;
-although the BON maintained that
the statement that Schonberger. was a
self-proclaimed Marxist-Leniniet;
Communist who had worked against the
United States for 25.yeart was "substan-
tially true," 'it failed to produce a
single witness to testify or a shred of
evidence to prove that he was a Marxist-
Leninist or a-Communist or that he had
ever performed any action against his
country.
Your' readers should at least know that
eleven _citizens who heard the evidence
were convinced that what the Bangor
Daily News printed was false and that
the Bangor Daily News knew it was false
or 'acted in reckless disregard of whether
the statements were true or false Readers
of the Bangor Daily News should
evaluate all of what they read in its pages
in light of this jury's decision.
George C Schelling is the attorney
from Bangor who represented ()Maine
professorlioward Schonberger in his re-
cent's:tit against the Bangor Daily News.
--
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Due to a mailing error The Daily
Maine Campus will not be running
Doonesbury for the remainder of
the week.
-
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• Report
---4coatanned from page nail
made nine major recommendations
to President Lick. They are:
• Define the purposes and role of
graduate education at UMaine,
a•mismion statement; • ' t. •
• Create "standardfof practice?'
_ and a .resource bash for graduate
• 
'
- 
education,. to Insure graduate studies _
meet, that mission--;
• Develop.an 0-aluaiion systom for
• the various graduatt prOgrams.:and
use that system for Raduate studies
iMptivements;
-- • Establish stronger ties between
the graduate programs and industry,
goveTnment, and non-profit
organizations:
• Adapt graduate programs to bet-
ter meet the needs of the increasing- -
number of part-tiniejemale; older,
and international students;
. • Create a new graduate affairs
center to support graduate students;
• • Establish a method-of graduate
-7-Taculty assessment thit .is indepen-
dent of any undergraduate assessment
plan:
• Have designates of the various
graduate programs .-evaluate, res iss,
__and strengthen" the structure of
graduate institutions;
• Find a w as to calculate the colts
\d.
04 stronger,
programs.
Copies of
as weilas
!amid nal
availa Irc
is ,loca Ød
'An
sion's
ic effectisr irradiate
he commission's report,
pies of the other two
ommission !coons, are
m Public Affairs hit*
Rangeley RoAd.
forum on the commis-
is scheduled-for May 10
_ALA4theLnwn_Room&airthe:-- -
M •Vnion. The public is ask-
ed to tend and offer input on the
COM report.
Management
team called
for AMHI
_AL.:(At; 1/4----1‘4austs--CA-P) M‘10-
.10
:*** nan administration'officials were dispat-
ched to-Pon land on Wednesday to con-
tinue to explore the possibility of-bring-
ing a qianagemeni 
_team from Maine
Medic Center to over-see the Augusta
Mental ealth Institute.
The Proposal, disclosed Tuesday by
• Gov. 'John R. Mckernan, was Still under '
consideration and had. not been agreed ..-
tce. said _Sharon. -Miller,- the governor's -
chief if staff.
McKernan himself visited AMH1 on
WedlbCidilY tcibrief senior still Members
on his Plaii and found them "very sup-
portive." Millet said.
Meanwhile, two top executives from
The Portland hospital-met with fl 
 
Speaker John L. Martin. Who said after:
wards he did not via/ theitiatterotout-
side expertise for 41HI as The most
pressing issue. •
 • iMpQrlant (6-311413
the hiring of a superintendent as Soon
as possible ," saisk Martin, who. also
cenveyed" his view'', to Mckernan in a
telephone conversation.
!sicKernan has proposed installing-an
interim management team at AMHI for
.perhaPs three Months while a search
continnes for a permanent superinten-
;dent to succeed Richard Hanley. .
Han Worried the top post-at _
> _
• 
(see AMHI Plitt 14)
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Sports
photo by Rich kliciNriary
I. Maine second baseman I im Scott scored yesterday's gassie4ykis inta
before the Black Bears went on to defeat the Central Comm:dose State 
tnisersity 4-2 in 11 innings.
NBA moves to second
round of playoffs
(AP) — Without Larry Bird, the
Boston Celtics were nothing.
"You take Michael Jordan away Iron
the Bulls, you take Magic Johnson away
from the takers, you sec where they
are," Boston center Joe Kleine said
after Detroit beat the Celtics 100-85 to
complete a three-game sweep, only the
fourth time in 82 series that Boston was
swept.
Boston was 42-40 during the regular
season, its worst record since 1978-79,
the last time it missed the playoffs. It was
knocked out in the first round for the
first-time in 33 years.
"Nitelurd a lot of pitysical problems
this year," Coach Jimmy Rodgers
said.
Three of the other best-of-five series
ended with sweeps Tuesday night when
New York beat Philadelphia 116-115 in
overtime, Phoenix beat Denver 130-121
and Golden State beat Utah _120-106.
Milwaukee beat Atlanta 11.7-113 in
overtime lbesday night and leads two
games to one.
Detroit, the winningest team in the
NBA this season, trailed by fbur points.
but then outscored.thrltics 278w the
final 917.
Detroit Will play _the Milwaukee-
Atlanta winner. After losing seven
straight to the Hawks, including the
playoff opener, the Bucks have won two
straight.
The Bucks' Ricky. Pierce scored a
career-high 35 points on. 13-of-17
shooting and converted a three-pdint
play with-32 seconds left in overtime to
put Milwaukee ahead for good.
"We've got to work on stopping
Pierce," said Atlanta's Jon Koncak,
who led a rally that saw the Hawks erase
a 14-point second-half deficit. "Pierce
has been the difference in their two wins.
He's a hard player to guard."
• The Knicks will either -play -Chicago,
or Cleveland in the second round.
Pheonix rallied from a 2I-point third-
,querter deficit to sweep a playoff aeries
Tor the first time. in their history 1103-
day- night, rallying to .heat the Denver
Nuggets 130-121.
"We were tested in this series," said
;kevin Johnson, who scored 32 points.
"In Game 1, on the last ,four or five
possessions, those of us who hadn't been
in the playoffs really gained a lot of ex-
perience. Thep, to go through.what we
did (in Game 3), that's got to help us
down the road."
Doctor testifies: Johnson
suffered side effects
—TORONTO (AP) — (aoadiapiRsri nice
Ben-- JohlWit si feet,
associated with steroid use 1 trio
ago. including breast enlarg nt
insomnia, his family d ctor said
Wednesday. 
.
Testifying before .a Canadian inquiry
into drugs and sports, Dr. Jack Sussman,
offered unique insight into a shy, in-
secure young man who would become
one of the world's greatest athletes.
He described hew he was baffled by
tremendous muscle development in
Johnson, who first visited him as a
scrawny Jamacian immigrant in 1979.
And :he gave clinical evidence of
'Johnson's calm after the sprinter lost an
Olympic gold medal when steroids were
found in his urine sample last fall.
Referring to medical charts
throughout his testimony, Sussman said
he suspected Johnson was on muscle-
building drugs, banned in international
sports in October 1987, when the
sprinter's left breast grew unnaturally
large.
The condition, known as
gynecomastia, is one of the less serious
—Aide,effects-of steroids, which have been
httked—to--ekincer, sterility and heart
._,ButSussman s3iid when he asked him
'directly Johnson denied he was on the
drug that cost him the. medal.
"I specifically asked him if he Was tak-
ing any 'steroid drugs," said the physi-
-ciin,- who treated Johnson about three
times a year for non-sport related
ailments, including physical exams.
"I was a little embarrassed about ask-
ing. but I explained the reason was
because Otis_ side-effect .is commonly
associated with steroid drugs. He said he
7-wasn't taking_ any medications."
Sussman said he made a notation in
his records" "Not on any drugs."
He said he did not specify steroids
because he "just didn't want the word on
his chart. I just didn't want the notes to
be misconstrued, in association with an
Olympic athlete."
Sussman also told inquiry head
Justice Charles Dubin that he referred
the sprinter to a plastic surgeon in case
(see JOHNSON page 13)
Grand jury hears new
evidence on Rose
CINCINNATI (AP) — A federal
grand-jury-on Wednesday began hearing
evidence in an investigation on whether
Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose may
have evaded income taxes, The Cincin-
nati Post said Wednesday.
A business partner of Rose, a former
friend and a racetrack official were
scheduled to testify today before a grand
jury in Cincinnati, the Post said, quoting
-an-unidentified-souree-elose to-theTasc----Bertolini•-Roses-biainess-Partner from
New York.
Bertolini operates a sports marketing
firm that promotes baseball card shows
featuring Rost.
Two weeks ago, Bertolini refused to
talk to special investigators of commis-
sioner. A...Bartlett Giamatti, who is irF-
vestigating accusations that Rose gambl-
ed on baseball.
Rose, ailing with the flu was travell-
ing to Cincinnati from Montreal to be
examined by Reds team doctor Warren
Harding. Rose was not available for
The grand jury inquiry follows an In-
ternal Revenue Seri ice investigation last
year Of Rose. The IRS probe, which
began after officials infiltrated a gambl-
ing and drug trafficking ring involving
acquaintences of Rose, reportedly focus-
ed on the possibility that the Reds
manager evaded taxes involving alleged
gambling winnings. Rose said he did
nothing illegal.
Federal marshals escorted Michael
Fry, serving an eight-year prison sentence
for drug trafficking and tax evasion, in-
to the grand jury room today. He was the
first person to testify, the Post reported.
The newspaper identified others
scheduled-to testify as Randy Thyberg,
owner of Thyberg Sports Marketing Co..
a Los Angeles firm that specializes in
baseball memorabilia shows; Gerald
Kramer, director of parimutuel betting
at TurfwaY Park in Florence, Ky., and
River Downs, in Cincinnati; and Michael
comment.
All-Star voting gets
underway on Monday
—NEW. YORK (AP) — Two o
baseball's biggest surprises this season,
Ken Griffey Jr. and Milt' Thompson,
were surprises of another sort Wednes-
day when theywere left off the All-Star
Griffey, a 19-sear old rookie outfielder
for the Seattle Mariners, is hitting .310,
but was ignored OD the American League
ballot. Thompson, .hitting .325 for the
St. Louis Cardinals,, does not appear
among the National League entries. The
only way they .can win election is by
write-in votes.
"The ballots are put together by the
clubs with their leagues," Rich Levin
of the commissioner's office said.
"What happens is the teams send over
the names they feel should be on the
ballot, usually what they believe will be
their starting lineup for opening day."
Gregg Jefferies, a New York Mets in-
fielder, was the only' rookie included on
the NL ballot. Four rookies appear on
the AL list: catcher Chad Krueter, who
started the season with the Rangers, first
baseman Torey Lovullo of the Detroit
Tigers, shortstop Gary Sheffield of the
Milwaukee Brewers and outfielder Steve
Finley' of the Baltimore Orioles.
Balloting will begin next Monday and
continue through July 2.
The All-Star Game, the 50th ever
played, will be at Anaheim Stadium on
Tuesday, July 11.
Ballots will be available in major-
leaglle ballparks from May 8 ti-1 July 2
and May 9 to June 28 in USA Today and
several newspapers .in Canada.
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40-50% OFFRETAIL PRICE • GREAT PFAFO
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
SHIBLES HALL, UM
(2O7)51-251O 
American Egxesa,‘ ISA MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted
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CLASSIFIEDS
ADOPTION
• 
 .
:;) . .; , • .
%IX )1 110N It rick n'4d4 kit parenthood" six
give 'Oar baby a loving secure• Maine
Katit 1741 F.diect- 1-789-5140
;yr:it-1;114*k musrbe done in
1,4404/gz, with Mawr laws.
(-Mit
K.CARIt'it‘ ADdenON. H4P14- maTed
'
,
- CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS
HEW!' =WANTED,
• •
fMkttlfMENT at Rates . •
4;x pixiddigooday and .brinu,s'.
CALL:'288-1666 KeeP tr MS'
adOpt a new-born promise eve6 titt%dri
tage for win baby let us help you through -
this difficult time Fncifittential Alt expi:rises-
l'ail..CAU. mid Michai COLLECT.
'pWCMI MIR
VI interstate adoption must be done in
• ompliaiie with Maim. i.D.V% Titif• 22 Chapter
1153
ada stathAtiyV Highly
molkaled: picknaonal secretary heeded kw snail
Law cam FaxileM_typing and wad pro:mans 
ZIRAuTrillrTertalitier ti--- icabon end -
emism( to CIVIS GRIIT1N. PO Box 400.
OM% ME 04473 
SUBLET WANTED
Older student aiung for Sunener.subiet.
BanfolOrono_ May-Aug;.-CAU.:
- 989-2769
- .
"Pk al Nalthfrn„,.. Lui"Pean 45°ent 1154418 SUMMER EMPLOYMENTlabs to adopt. wit-pay ,birthmother expenses.
tea- call collect and we will Immo:Lately send
liormation and pions CALI knee and &ph_
113) 33I,1-6403____
APARTMENTS
OR( )40-- APIS slum in and ieastrig
iry'next lall Cal kir appointment
827-7231
SUMMER SEOUL $350 a month. 1 bdmi
—...apf:Ortmo. 2 mdes from .C.ampus Ken
581-4932" Rm 236 x Meianv 581-4643
'km 204
libitnnes,12.j.4.bedrisorre in Orono
\salable May & Sept. Secures deposit '81 rent
82518W. 825-4169
Reserm a quwt room in prnale home kx
( Arise year 89-90 Within 2 minut,, walk
%) University Relerencei iequired
866-28167- - •
*ONO Avalable immediateis 1 & 2
11edroon5: Pm" bah; Walking distance to
' nisersas lel. 866-2816
FOR SALE
eiigot Pew 12 *eel& Reynolds 531..5604.
arnPilflnolo_StiNr Gruppo. Sevnips:Wt. 21 lbs.
'itese Pleibnck: 827-2951"
1980 Datsun 20; Runs excellent 5-speed.
now tines„ $1200.or BO CALL: Doug at
F3912-or
OR SALE OR TRADE - 9 rinTiannhouse and
Obuildings 24 M. lean UM Wide pine doors.
,.ime daces with Stem' lathes. some _anginal
.dais bullies-;liteskrable. On,2 3/4 acres'
McIV bk. shouTlafter 5/1 $39.900 945-4053 
• -
'3.6:HAR4AN GHIA Web Noche 356 engine
1 welkin, Oxidation. Calif car-Pioneer sound
,.stetn. gas heater Must sell.- $5200 w BO
442-68/4094-2':6962-(r) 
HOMES FOR RENT
Si \ IMLR HOMt ICA< RLN1. laktront
r,ttage %imps 6. sal and rnolExO4ats
dli"%wci lac yard deck lulvAu8 -
S2.000Orno (203) 877-6524
-BAR -HARBOR-SUMMER STAII
-SEA KAYAKING :.GUIDES:
Coastal Kayaking-ioarrOffiarr-Harbor 6
seeking best-men andowiliii6 lb. work as-
kadmg half-day hA day ..and
4ay lours in dte Acadia National Park area.
You must ens* working independently. old
possess good leacienhip,skills. Maine Guides
borne a plus. .
filla SHOP STAFF: -
Acadia Stke and Canoe ci Bar Harter welts
summer stali-lo spark in its busy bake-
riMtalibur operation If you Iskr - bilies ,
and i.1110V working with the public. we would
hear burn you
BIKE MECHANIC.
Mei hank waited b *ark in the maintenance
and repair of our rental Seel of -150 Cannon-
bikes You will handle repairs
of customers bikes as well You should haw
if bask Working knowledge of bike repair
REPLY TO\ ACADIA BIKE AND
CAN060)114STAL KAYAKING TOURS hr..
PO. Boa 405. Bar -Hader. ME 04609; or
telephone 2889605 '-
.COOPERAIIBE EDUCADOC-RIM.
AVAILABLE
THERE'S A 108 FOR YOU IN SUMMER
CAMP - The American Camping Assocraboo
(NY) von mahe your aPplKation avail bole!
300 camps in the Northeast Excitiryg oppor-
tunities. far college students and prolessionals.
.Basmons avail all land and water sports.
Aides. kitchen. maintenance. COLLEGE
CREDIT AVAILABLE; CALL OR WRITE _
I OR
AMEI4JCAN C.AMPINGASSOCIATIOK
43 WI 23 St.. Ne.sy York. NY. 10010.
I-800777-CAMP
AAINI RESIDENT .GIRLS- CAMP 6/24
setting 00 lake. aolvr program;
tennis. sating, canoeing, weaving: drama. arts
&- crafts WRM Mrs. John Fritts.
- New--Veffirm:-New J, ,.0747e- -
Or Call- (201) 538-5409
CHEWONKI CAMPGROUNDS in Weicasset
Me es eon' acCepting aiphcationskw summer.
emploYment Maintenance personnel and other
Uff needed flexible. schedule: Pay carmen.
• 
'
sir.* sinperi, Housing possible. Please
• Call: 8824426 Or 5486291:
- •
PERSONALS
14e ks ic kJ and sr will nass you!! PLLASI:
'MTN! out and visa us fn Cali. /•ep in ouch
-Nour friends brevet kstostemne and Shody.-
ill be with vou today while rxrare
4-way" Love trw
• .
CM- ,• •
This sunanerif gomg o be the bestm"
San Diego here we rearte,sun, fun, and
mien! TinT r
133 1/383 -
Con' graeulabons-looks like you've Made
it! Dan't beget me when )iiu're gone--I love
taineheil kw. 33!h 
cindy
MI•Me.Me.11W.me
Weeeeeeeeee
Kim Barrie%
Caister
Get well waixtd 'soon!
To the beautyof the
Pacific Coast."
Ith borrd."(Gay voice) Will i be nry
partner to Bulger Krm or maybe-Dairy
Queen? Please? I'll pay_likau a-nickel. -
Okay. a quarter - hiur Tuber Bridesmaid
.& Susie Are we Bounty Bound.
next week or what? Good luck on exams.
save me a cube-
Gad - We were seriously iciatlifirw.Thursday
Nat.! But alter dee, long bean we deserved
d!! Good luck EMS sumrnersand! 
 It71.1. see
youn Fbrtland As: - Love your rotikss
=Inmate
'Carmen and Brooke - Hey you Queens of
SW "from a Nomad
Galen and I? a 4371 you guys are too cool kr
qh - and Mike D too love your Kb',
NandC.
The world will Lea better place
with an all,maie ad team Low yd
loe-jWe never have b &Pages ever again
(we hope) kom the sucier who always
takes riff envier-part-1
Have a nice remainder ol your
a:Isiah-re. and don't bip over any
peanut butters! 
IZZIZZrzrzizzr
'Good luck on knits '
ittft.f/s.777777
the -Queen of eaiidlathwvs
I rril's you!-- Love. • The •Slob
ki the Ploiessur 01188-2.4l Thanks tor
everything rt was a learnirq expenencer
SU1CP tonighti,s the List class. can we.S'et ix"
early tonight9 just kiddire
861:14.• Best frx 1st *if? Have a great
.summer and/promise Illset that poster for
.you ' Thanks hw being there and kw givirig
aw the k back thal I lost a1 $carbomush
cae - rei a wild world our' there
lave -PIP
—ii11111111111111111111111111
Stadler on
his way
back
DALLAS (AP) — The comeback is
all but complete; Craig Sadler said. On-
ly a victory-I remain-410 be accomplished.
"It's coming along pretty good,"
Stadler Said before a practice round-for
the iknsillion Byron Nelson Classic --
"I'm pretty much back where I was in
the early °80's when I had alot of suc-
cess.
- The high point of that early success
came in 1982 when. he won the Masters
- and three other American tournament
and led the PGA in moneywinangs.
But that period ended in this event in
1984. He hasn't won in this country- in
the five years since thee.:
"I tried to change ms swing,"
Stadler said. "I was trying to develo01-.
draw that would stand up in the heat. I
never had that shot in my • bag, and I -
thought I needed it.
"I got to hooking the ball all right. but-
then I couldn't get it back to the fade.
"It took a while to work things out.
It took a long time. It took alot longer
than I thought it would." - -
But now, at last, it's all WOK togct her. ..
again.
"I've played pretty well for more than
a month now," Stadler said.
His recent record supports the
analysis. He had a chance to win and
finished second in Houston. He was
fifth in the Heritage. He was tied for the
lead with three holes to go to last week
in Las Vegas and eventually tied for
third, -missing a playoff by a single shot.
In that period he won $r86,000.
The only blemish in that string was at
the Masters. Stadler failed to qualify for
the final two rounds.
*Johnson
(continued from page Ii)
the problem' had been caused by a tumor.
Johnson never went, he testified, and the
condition subsided within a few months.
Sussman said he also ordered blood
work and other tests, which indicated
Johnson's natural testosterone and other
hormone levels were normal.
The doctor also testified that Johnson
had suffered from insomnia, another
steroid side-effect, which he treated with
an amino acid requested by the spnnter's
coach, Charlie Francis.
After the May 1988 visit, Johnson
asked him for syringes, Sussman said.
He said he gave him five or 10 after
establishing that Johnson's sports physi-
cian, Dr. Jamie Astaphan, was out of
tosky and that Francis was trained to give
vita. nThts.
'It was the first and last time heever
asked me for syringes," Sussman told
the hearing. "I didn't suspect they were
for steroid injections. "
"I would have thought it foolhardy if
it was for steroids for him to ask me for
them, knowing I has already. raised my
,suspicions of steroid use earlier.'
Sussman said he first noticed a
distinct change in the sprinter's physique
in 1982, the year . orhirs 
•
that Johnsoni began taking banned
drugs
"I asked him, how did you get
these tremendous muscles?' He explain-
ed to me he was on a different type of
training program than other sprinters.
He said it involved a significant degree
of weight training, not just for legs, but
for upper body.
arei
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•AMHI
AMHI on acting status following the
January resignation • of William
Daumueller, who quit. igider pressure
from Mental Health Commissioner
Susan B..Parker.
AMHI has-been the 'center of con-
‘troversy /for Months, largely because of
the deaths of five patients last summer
and, in the past three weeks, the deaths
of six more, three of which were refer-
red to the stat chief medical examiner's
office TOt
At the State House on Wednesdity,
debate still reverberated over MeKernah's
proposal.
A ranking Democrat, House Majori-
ty Leader Dan A. Gwadosky -of Fair- -
field, issued a statement sharply critical
of -McKeinan and his Repubhcatt ad-
ministration for allegedly caring more
Read The Daily-Ma-Jae Campui--
day for all spor-ts,-1?cal„stsitef
and national news. •
4P4Nliiitarmr 
For fall and summer
Call:941-9113
866-2516
ATTENTION:
SENIOR CHALLENGE PARTICIPANTS!
LET'S END THE CONFUSION:
THERE WILL BE A.
SENIOR CHALLENGE CELEBRATION!
1.
TRURSbAY. MAY 4
CROSSLAND AWMNI CENTER
4:0Q__- 5:00  _p.m
---PrizetkL _r ciass_ggents1
DRESS DOWN: Come casual - sweats, jeans. jams
- do it YOUR WAY!
Beer, wine and munchies served - stop by to get
your free admission pass to the Oronoka!
NOTE: Time and context of went were changed to
help accommodate senior celebrations taking
place the same day AND to help promote
Senior Council's SENIOR NIGHT at the ORONOKA!
There is still time to take the Challenge!
Call 58-ALUM TODAY!!!
1 JaMTArr s
MartM
talk with_Maine
.dent, Dr. -Willi Dear, and ,Executive
Vice 'president Donald McDowell). But
the speaker expressed concern about the
way. McKernan, who subsequently said
any arrangement with an outside team
.of experts wryuld be subject to concur-
rence b) a special AMHI oversight
about publicity than about the patients.
"Each negatives=headline seems to
bring another hollow promise from the
administration," GwadOsky. said. ,•
Speaking for the administration, -
Miller reiterated Mcleernan's position
that the gmernor had beehlfeidy to
movexarher hut had held off sit the urg-
ing of Democratic lawmkaers
dinrettended legislative hearings and
review.,
- -"This is sort of where we were back
ailt 6Iyhrs7
edical Centettsisresi-
----lcontinued from pagy 101
. panel, had his .proposal.
originally., . •
Martin' said 'it \ would be tl to
legis*ive leaders on he oversight panel
to/decide whether to continue their
tegular_ ilitectings with atIminietratiOlt
ofricials. S. . • • •
There also appeared to be efforts by
the administration -and froth within
Democratic' leadershlpto`tolii it 0'011 the
rhetoric_ • -
Senate President Charles P -Pray said,
. "I really corn Mena the giiVernor for' bli---''•-
.attempts---riOw to take action," while.'
- adding. "obviously there are some of us
who wished" McKernan had done so  
sooner.
"The, difficulty is, there's- a loLot "
frustrated people," Pray said, "hoping
to have moved-forward to some type of-
resolution. And each side feels like the
other slide has tiecn impeding it."
-7-
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BANGOR MALL
IS AWARDING TWO $1000
• SCHOLARSHIPS THROUGH THE
IOSE.PHAJNOBSKEY
--SCHOLARS141:11:-
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. goals tt)r the future
ENTRY DEADLINE IS
SEPTEMBER 30, 1989
Full information k available at the
Bank* Mall Information Booth.
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All seniors who have pledged Senior Challenge 1
are invited to attend:
SENIOR CHALLENGE CELEBRATION, Thursday, May 4
4:00-5:00 P.M. Crossland Alumni Center. Wine,
cheese and your pass to ORONOKA NIGHT!
Is your name included?
Kumberh Akele‘
Lisa Allen
Laura Bass
Christopher Bailes-
Lisa Bailey
Troy D. Beaulieu
Theodore Boland
_Michelle ;lattice
Chnstine Ronenfant
Lisa Bourbon
Gina BFanagin
John &igen
Janis C. groadhent
Pa ut Bouchard
Catherine Bunin
Da% id Carll
Susannah Carl,
Theresa Cerabona
Chnstopher Chaps
Lola Chasse
Jeffrey Cloutier
Sutanne-Connelly
Gregory Connors
Barbara Constantine
Shawn Corey
Ros4et Cousins
Shert Crowley
William K. Day
Margaret Davis •
Miranda Davy
Jennifer Dearborn
hat hanne Dearborn
-Jennifer Deemer
Douglas Dorsey
Jennifer Doughty
Amy Down
David Dreher
• Phillip Drew
Deborah Dutton
James Duval
Michelle Farley
Jeffrey fearon
Tammy Fitch 1 .
Stacey Flink -
Carolyn Forget
Beth Fraser
John Gallant
Denise Gardner
Michelle Gerson
Lisa Gen.-ais
• William Gordon
Jennifer Grondin
Wendy Gulliwr
Peter Hallowell
Am Hamilton
Dale Hamilton
Glen Hannon
Suzanne Harmon
szEric Rase_
Catherine Heals
Cheryl Holmes
Heather Jenkins
Melissa Johnson'
John kachmar
William Kennedy.
Friend 'ofClass' of '89
Kieth LaBrie
-Sandra Ladd
-Mark LaFountain
Michelle LaPointe
Michael Lambert
Fnend of the Class of
David LeBlanc
, Jon Lee
Lisa Levesque
Shaun Lister
Nan Littlefield
Lauren Lunn' .
Stephanie Lydon
Julie McConnell
Nikki Mckeen
Thomas McNeil
R an di MoodsMltr:.eBn a e r"
David Moores
Susan Murgo
Knsten Myers
Knstina Napolitano
Elizabeth Nagelin
Heather Newman
Bethany Paquette
Shern Paul
Cynthia _Payne
Timothy Pease
John Peterson
Timothy Plumer
Nicole Potyin
Suzanna/Prentiss
Wendy Provost
David Quinn
Edward Radgowski. Jr
Christine Reardon
Martiiirkitard
Todd Richard
Mark Robarts
Mark Robinson
•89 Limier
• John Ryan
John Salvatore
Lake Slattler
token Schaeher.
• Kirriberiey 5Cheiber
lynn Sewell
;Attlee Secina
• Sarah Simmonds
Cecelia Sinanni
• Kristen Schulze
Peggi Smith
Bnan Stanton
John Steward
Cynthia Stewart
Cortland Stiles. Jr
Kelhe Stratton
Brian Sullivan
Kimberly Surriner
LOa Taylor
. _Troy Taylor
• JO Tedford
• _Kiinberly Thibeau
Kevin Thies ,
Timothy Thompson
1Fseph-Trefethen
Jeffrey Turner
Jill Valley
Aimee Vandall
Robert Warren,
Heather Welch
Kimberly White
• Julia Whitney
Todd Woodman
Heidi Woodward
• Andrew York
Jeffrey Zachau
Friend of the Class of
f
-
If you've pledged and Hour name is missing, call 581-AWM immediatelyI—
__
If you haven't pledged and you want to join the fun,
\ call your pledge in today and add your name to the list (581-AWM)
DO ',NAV
Come share a piece of our world!
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.\lacintosh
Plus
r 
MWF 9-Ill and 2-4
(or'by appointment)
See Jay Henderson
at the ISC 581-2519
Macintosh Plus Provides 1 meg
of memoryi a built-in 800K disk-
drive and keyboard with built-in
numeric keypad. -
Only $972.00
-
Authorized Dealer
Open_DutIng Finals Week
MICROCOMPUTER-- "-
Ivlacintosh SE20 takv.s the Plus
• a step further by offering one
built-in 800K disk diive—and a
Macintosh' Internal 20SC Hard
Disk.
Only 0092.00
RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHI&ES.HALL,tJM
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